Abstract: A method to provide absolute planarity measurements through an interferometric oblique incidence setup and an iterative algorithm is presented. With only three measurements, the calibration of absolute planarity is achieved in a fast and effective manner. Demonstration with synthetic data is provided, and the possible application to very long flat mirrors is pointed out.
Introduction
A traditionally important task for optical metrology laboratories is the absolute shape characterization of planarity standards. This capability is even more important today, as many research projects are pushing further the optical quality specifications, often requiring an accuracy of few nanometers peak-to-valley on the entire clear aperture. These highly demanding specifications are currently approached using deterministic polishing, as ion-beam figuring [1] [2] [3] , atmospheric plasma-jet surface processing [4, 5] , and elastic-emissionmachining [6, 7] . The availability of these advanced polishing methods has reinforced the connection between manufacturing and surface metrology. Actually, deterministic polishing is mostly used in two different cases: for free-form and aspheric surfaces, to manufacture mirrors with shapes that cannot be obtained with standard polishing, and for standard surfaces, like flat or spherical, if a particularly high accuracy is required. A common procedure to prepare such high quality optical surfaces is to make preliminarily a standard polishing. After that, the surface is measured with the greatest accuracy and the resulting profile is used as an input for the deterministic polishing process. In such a way, the surface is locally adjusted and, after that, it is generally measured again to check the final quality achieved. The deterministic polishing and the measuring operations can be repeated in a cycle until the specifications are satisfied. Understandably, the resulting manufacturing process is lengthy and expensive. In fact, the time necessary for each polishing has to be multiplied times the number of cycles needed to reach the desired results. Another hindrance is the limited spatial resolution of the particular process used for deterministic polishing itself, not permitting to precisely intervene on the defects to be corrected. But the main problem is still the metrological connection between the measurements and the polishing process. In order to optimize the entire process, the possibility to carry out fast and accurate surface measurements in an absolute way is still critical since it affects directly the final surface quality that can be obtained.
New measuring approaches based on laser deflectometry are under way to development and validation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ; classically, high accuracy surface measurements are performed using Fizeau interferometers. However, interferometers compare a test surface with a reference one, allowing in this way just relative measurements. If the quality required for the test surface is close to or even better than that of the reference surface, an absolute method should be used.
A classical method to perform absolute planarity measurements of large flat mirrors is by the Ritchey-Common test [14] . For this purpose, a good spherical mirror is used, with a pinhole source at the center of curvature, so that an absolute reference cavity is defined. The flat mirror to be tested is inserted at oblique incidence between the pinhole and the spherical mirror, bending the optical configuration. The inspection of the focal distribution with a knifeedge device allows to detect the departures from planarity of the test mirror.
The availability of modern interferometers has now eased the task of absolute planarity measurements; the most used method is the three-flat test [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Three nominally flat surfaces are examined with a Fizeau interferometer, comparing each other in a particular sequence. The interferograms are then processed taking into account the measuring sequence, and the absolute shape of all the three flats is ideally worked out. The method has been widely developed and used with different setups and data processing schemes. However, using just three measurements and a closed, analytical calculation, the method only provides the absolute profile along one surface diameter. If additional measurements are performed, including azimuthal rotations of the flats, different mathematical elaborations can be used, so that more diameters or even the whole surface can be retrieved. To get the surface shape of all the three surfaces, a minimum of four measurements is required. The reconstruction of the entire surfaces is anyway affected by at least two basic assumptions that need to be considered when the measurement results are evaluated. The first assumption is that the surfaces are fairly regular and free of local defects; this is particularly important when shape retrieval is based upon fitting orthogonal polynomials to the interferometric data, since such an operation generally wipes out the high spatial frequency features of the surfaces [16] . The second assumption is that the surfaces are not changing their shape through the different steps of the measuring sequence, although the flats are moved to different positions where they undergo to different mechanical and thermal constraints [20, 21] . For these reasons, slight departures between the calculated shapes and the real ones are possible, so limiting the actual level of the final accuracy. Avoiding polynomial fitting, and using a reduced set of measurements with a setup where the flats do not need to be moved to different mountings, could be a key factor to effectively improve the accuracy, in particular for large optics.
We here propose a modified three-flat test in which we retrieve the entire surface shape of one of the three flats using just three measurements and without removing the optics from their mechanical mountings. Data are analyzed using a pixel-based iterative algorithm not requiring polynomial fitting. The optics concept of the experimental setup is presented, and simulated data are produced and then processed to discuss the expected accuracy of the measuring chain. Such a method could be effectively used for large flats, and in particular for long mirrors used in synchrotrons or free electron laser beamlines.
Oblique incidence setup
The so called "oblique incidence setup", or also "skip-flat test", is a common method among optics manufacturers to test large flats [22] [23] [24] . The method has been also very recently reported [25] , with two different setups to retrieve the surface figure of the flat mirror through Zernike polynomials decomposition.
The basic system is provided by a standard Fizeau interferometer, equipped with a transmission flat (here named K) and a reference flat (here named M). The flats K and M are used to define a measurement cavity where the test surface (here named L) is inserted at a certain incidence reflecting angle α [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The setup is on the horizontal plane, putting L, K and M surfaces along the vertical, to minimize deformations due to gravity. After the measurement with L in place, the cavity itself is measured removing L and realigning K and M in front of each other [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The latter measurement is then repeated rotating the flat M on its plane through an angle β [ Fig. 1(c) ], so that information on the azimuthal error of the cavity is also acquired. We indicate the planarity error of the three surfaces by the name of the flats they belong to, namely, K(x,y), M(x,y) and L(x,y), with (x, y) the local coordinates of each surface. Referring to the sequence (a), (b), (c) in Fig. 1 , we also indicate the maps of optical path difference (OPD) measured with the interferometer as KLM(x,y), KM(x,y), KM β (x,y), respectively. To represent the measuring configurations and the posture of the flats in each step, we introduce a set of operators acting on the data maps or the surface coordinates [26] ; in particular we use the operators listed in Table 1 . All such operators correspond to actions imparted to the flats at the data acquisition stage, and have a counterpart in software routines that are applied to the data during the subsequent processing stage. Considering for example the rotation of the flat M through an angle β as in Fig. 1(c) , the result is represented with R M β . The operators above are linear, but do not commute: they must be applied in the proper order. We have therefore , ( , )
The operator , y S α is specific to the oblique incidence setup; applied to the tilted surface L, it represents the fact that such surface seen from the beam is stretched along the x-axis; also, the height is multiplied times a scaling factor depending on the angle α . As to the latter factor, it includes two different effects, as shown in Fig. 2 where a height step Δz is drawn: the first effect is that the OPD changes from 2Δz to 2 cosα Δz ; the second effect is a further factor of two due to double pass, so that the overall scaling factor with respect to the case of normal incidence is 2 cosα. In detail, being ( , ) i j the matrix indices of the current element, and 
If α ≤ 60 degrees, the scaling factor is equal to or greater than unity, so the sensitivity of the setup is the same or even higher compared to normal incidence. To simulate the setup, we generated three synthetic maps corresponding to K, L and M using a random selection of low spatial frequency Zernike polynomials. To better account for real experimental conditions, we also added a Gaussian distribution of white noise. We then computed the interference patterns KLM(x,y), KM(x,y), KM β (x,y) that would be produced in the measuring sequence of Fig. 1 . As an example, here we report the results we obtained using a selection of low spatial frequency terms with 100 nm Peak-to-Valley (P-V) and 10 nm root-mean-square (rms), and a white noise with 25 nm P-V and 2.5 nm rms. We set α = 45 degrees and β = 54 degrees. In Fig. 3 we present the expected measurement results according to Eqs.
(1)-(3). Because of the oblique incidence setup, the map KLM appears laterally compressed. In fact, if the dimensions of all the three flats are the same, the surfaces K and M are vignetted by L. If the flat L has an elliptical footprint, the tilt angle α could be adjusted to minimize the compression effect, then improving the spatial resolution and the sensitivity. It is understood that in real measurements the tilt angle needs be optimized depending on the size and shape of the test surface L. For that reason, final results cannot be easily retrieved with standard data processing. To have a procedure reliable and easy to be optimized, we here present a data processing approach based on an iterative algorithm [28, 29] . The latter has been already used with standard three-flat setup, both in horizontal and in vertical configurations, showing clear advantages as to versatility and effectiveness [30, 31] ; it was also used in the area of applied research, where it allowed to observe the viscoelastic behavior of fused silica glass at room temperature [32, 33] . In the present case, the iterative algorithm is used to retrieve the absolute figure of the test surface L with pixel resolution and sub-nanometric rms accuracy.
Data processing with Iterative Algorithm
Firstly we calculate the difference between KLM and KM:
The figure map of M can be divided in two separate contributions: a rotationally invariant part, as spherical aberration, and a rotation dependent part, as astigmatism or cylinder. The rotationally invariant part is also mirror invariant, so it is automatically cancelled in Eq. (5) by the difference y F M M − . What remains is due to the rotation dependent part only. Such part can be retrieved building up an iterative algorithm with KM and KM β as inputs. To this purpose, the following steps are implemented:
1. Generate an initial set of trial surfaces K and M (they can be created randomly or also initially taken as a matrix of zeroes).
2. Compute the maps of the synthetic measurement KM and KM β using Eqs. (2) and (3) 
5. Update the maps replacing K and M with K new , M new and go back to step 2. The cycle exits if the rms values of the difference Δ(KM) and Δ(KM β ) computed in step 3 reach a minimum or become smaller than a given threshold. We can also set the cycle to be repeated for a fixed number of times. Applying such an iterative algorithm to the example presented in Fig. 3 , we retrieve the maps of K and M shown in Fig. 4 . Computing the differences between the retrieved maps and the starting ones, we can clearly see that the angular part is fully reconstructed while the rotationally invariant part is not: however, since we are going to use Eq. (5) where the latter is automatically discarded, this missing reconstruction has no consequences. 
To finally get L, in principle we could define and use an inverse operator 1 , y S α − , undoing the stretching and scaling operated by , y S α . Initially however, when we computed KLM, we stretched L and so we lost some lateral resolution. This naturally occurs also in real measurements, looking at L with an oblique incidence angle. So, to evaluate the algorithm in itself we here do not consider lateral resolution, limiting ourselves to undo the scaling only. The result is shown in Fig. 4 , where the retrieved surfaces K, L (stretched), M are presented, along with the pertaining error maps. Remarkably, while significant (basically, rotation invariant) errors on K and M are still present, the oblique map of L is retrieved with subnanometric rms accuracy. 
Application to mirrors with elliptical footprint
As we have seen, the most important inconvenience in retrieving the absolute surface figure of a flat with the oblique incidence setup is the reduced lateral resolution along the surface length. On the other hand, in some cases we have surfaces (particularly mirrors) that are longer in one dimension than in the other, and it is required to optimize the measuring setup to ensure the maximum resolution. The accuracy of the iterative algorithm in itself is not affected by the tilt angle, because the method is used to recover K and M from KM and KM β maps, not including any oblique incidence measurements. For this reason, the theoretical accuracy of the measurement only depends on the uncertainty of the scaling factor and on the intrinsic errors of the stretching effect. While the latter is unavoidable, the former is changing with the tilt angle, resulting in a desensitization of the method when such an angle is increased. If we take the rms error 0.47 nm with a 45 degrees angle, as with our data, and assume that such a quantity is proportional to the scaling factor, we have the straightforward expression 
To a numerical example, considering a beam diameter D = 300 mm and an elliptical mirror with major axis X = 800 mm, the measuring approach here described is expected to achieve an accuracy of approximately 0.9 nm rms, still at a subnanometer level.
Other error sources
When the described procedure is used on experimental data, we would expect also other sources of error to affect the measurement. Small discrepancies on the tilt angle could impair the algorithm performance, introducing a mismatch between the corresponding pixel maps.
Moreover, small misalignments of the flats could affect the pixel-by-pixel approach of the method. Based on our experimental experience, repositioning errors should be negligible in the KM and KM β measurements: the flats are not displaced but only rotated, and a mechanical reference can be used to avoid mismatches between the two measurements. The measurement KLM is instead more critical: the tilted surface is cropping the beam, so that we have fewer fiducial references, and small misalignments are more likely to occur. To quantify the influence of these effects, we made some simulations.
For the tilt angle, we introduced a ± 1 degrees difference on the α-value used to generate the KLM synthetic map; after that, we applied the iterative algorithm, assuming that we still had a tilt angle of exactly 45 degrees. The error computed on the difference map between the retrieved L-map and the original one so becomes 0.57 nm rms, slightly larger than previously.
We now consider the possible misalignments of the flats when the measurement KLM is made. During all the procedure, the flat K is remaining attached to the Fizeau interferometer, so we can assume that its correspondence to the pixels matrix is fixed. The flat L is used in this measurement for the first time, so repositioning errors are not occurring. The position of the flat M is more critical because it is realigned to fit the tilt angle setup: it is possible to have some mismatch between the actual pixel map and the one considered in the other measurements, in particular if L is small and most of the beam is vignetted. Such a mismatch can be reduced to the pixel level using proper alignment aids, for example introducing fiducial masks to identify the center of each surface. Based on these considerations, we made a simulation imparting to the flat M a misalignment of ± 1 pixel along the x and y axes. Working out the map of residuals between the retrieved flat L and the original one, typical values of 2.6 nm rms error are found. This relatively large error is mostly originated from the distribution of white noise considered in this example, creating high spatial frequency residuals that cannot be retrieved with even a small mismatch. This effect is generally present in every three-flat data-retrieving algorithm. If we repeat this simulation using maps with a ten times lower noise level, we find a maximum value of 0.64 nm rms on the L-map residual error.
In the light of the above simulations, it appears that the errors expected in experiments could be reduced to a level comparable with the accuracy of the data processing algorithm, by keeping the signal-to-noise level sufficiently low and minimizing the misalignment of the flats.
Conclusions
A method to measure the absolute planarity of optical flats with an oblique incidence setup and the use of an iterative algorithm has been described. Simulation of the measuring chain on synthetic surface data has been provided, showing the capability of the approach to achieve an accuracy of the order of the nanometer rms (or even smaller than that, depending on the angle of incidence of the probe beam on the test surface).
For its implementation, the method relates to the use of few operators acting on the data maps provided by a Fizeau interferometer in the course of only three measurements, without having to remove the flat under test from its mounting. The algorithm for data reduction is pixel-based, and does not imply any polynomial fitting, and then maintaining the resolution of the available hardware under the actual measuring conditions. Due to the limited number of measurements required and to the versatility and effectiveness of the data reduction processing, in addition to use for general metrology applications, the method is proposed as a resort of value particularly to assist the manufacture of high quality mirrors by deterministic polishing.
